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Until Friday, abortion was a constitutional right. Then, in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, the
Supreme Court took it away. Americans everywhere have been left wondering what overturning

texas criminal and traffic law
Texas Highway Patrol (THP) will be initiating two traffic safety campaigns during the holiday weekend looking for
people violating traffic laws from Friday, July 1, through Monday, July 4.

opinion: texans, brace for surveillance and criminal charges after abortion ruling
When they opened the trailer’s back doors, they found 52 undocumented immigrants inside and arrested Chisley,
47, on federal smuggling charges, court records show. Similar scenarios have played out at

texas dps stepping up enforcement for july 4th
Operation Lone Star, which was launched last year in Texas amid surging border crossings, is under investigation
by the DOJ, according to public records.

before texas human-smuggling disaster, 5 rigs caught illegally ferrying immigrants this year
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton has said he'd defend any anti-sodomy law if the Supreme Court revisited its
decision in Lawrence v. Texas.

justice department investigating texas' operation lone star border security mission
Nearly 500 illegal migrants allegedly passed from Mexico into the U.S. as Texas officials called the border
crossings an "invasion."

texas ag pledges to defend anti-sodomy laws
Vittert asked Paxton if he would support an attempt by the Texas legislature to resurrect a 1973 law that banned
same-sex intercourse.

drone footage shows hundreds of migrants crossing border into texas
In a Friday interview with NewsNation anchor Leland Vittert, Texas AG Ken Paxton was asked about conservative
Justice Clarence Thomas' concurring opinion on the Roe ruling

justice thomas seeks case to challenge lawrence v. texas ruling; paxton evaluating ‘new territory’
The driver of a Jeep swerves into oncoming traffic and narrowly misses hitting a cyclist on Georgia Avenue in Deer
Park on Wednesday, April 13, 2022. Contributed. A man who swerve

texas attorney general says he'd defend anti-sodomy laws if supreme court revisits ruling
Judges from multiple Texas counties are planning to announce they’re issuing declarations of an invasion
beginning on Tuesday in response to unprecedented challenges they’re experiencing as

jeep driver charged with reckless driving after swerving into oncoming traffic, targeting cyclist
Judges, mayors, and leaders from several counties in Texas announced emergency declarations to be issued this
week in the face of what they describe as an "invasion" at the southern border. Officials

texas counties to declare invasion at southern border
The Omeis brothers' case points to a troubling trend that racial minorities in the U.S. have increasingly
complained about: extra scrutiny when shopping for a gun.

texas county officials declare 'invasion' at southern border
The driver of a Texas big rig charged with human smuggling after 53 migrants died after being abandoned in the
tractor-trailer was arrested while "very high on meth," a report says.

they spoke arabic while gun shopping in north texas and ended up behind bars
All but six of the 53 migrants found dead or dying in a tractor-trailer in Texas last week have been identified,
officials said Wednesday. The Bexar County Medical Examiner's Office said 22 of the
47 of 53 texas migrant tractor-trailer victims now identified, including a 13-year-old
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